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 Helen Zhao

Subject: FW: answer: SMK Corporation, FCC ID: GT3FC001,  Assessment NO.: AN06T5939, Notice#
1

ID Label Format 
and Location(r...

Letter.pdf 06J10302-1C FCC 
BLUETOOTH Repo...

From: Claire Hoque 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006 4:51 PM
To: Helen Zhao
Cc: Michael Heckrotte; Kathy Yao; Alvin Ilarina
Subject: answer: SMK Corporation, FCC ID: GT3FC001, Assessment NO.:
AN06T5939, Notice#1

Hi Helen,

Pls see answer below. 

Thanks!

-----Original Message-----
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2006 5:18 PM
Subject: SMK Corporation, FCC ID: GT3FC001, Assessment NO.: AN06T5939,
Notice#1

Question #1: Based upon FCC 2.925(a)(1), "The FCC Identifier shall be
preceded by the term FCC ID in capital letters ..." The proposed FCC ID
label format shows the FCC ID is proceded by something else. Please
revise the FCC ID label format.
<answer> revised label is attached.
 
Question #2: Please revise the test report in the following areas:

a) Section 5.1 indicates "The EUT is a Bluetooth transceiver headphone",
which does not agree with other documents in the filing. Please update.
<answer> pls see revised report attached.
b) Since Section 7.1.2 shows EUT passed Hopping Frequency Separation
test against two-thirds of 20dB limit, section 7.1.5 has to use 125mW as
peak power output limit instead. Please update.
<answer> pls see revised report attached.
c)  This is for your information. Page 40 shows display line is not
placed correctly 20dB below the highest peak of the fundamental in the
plot. In future, please place display line correctly.

Best Regards,
Helen Zhao

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can
continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the
requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may
result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also,
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should
not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence
should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the
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sender.


